Cell death, damage-associated molecular patterns, and sterile inflammation in cardiovascular disease.
Cell death and inflammation are ancient processes of fundamental biological importance in both normal physiology and pathology. This is evidenced by the profound conservation of mediators, with ancestral homologues identified from plants to humans, and the number of diseases driven by aberrant control of either process. Apoptosis is the most well-studied cell death, but many forms exist, including autophagy, necrosis, pyroptosis, paraptosis, and the obscure dark cell death. Cell death occurs throughout the cardiovascular system, from initial shaping of the heart and vasculature during development to involvement in pathologies, including atherosclerosis, aneurysm, cardiomyopathy, restenosis, and vascular graft rejection. However, determining whether cell death primarily drives pathology or is a secondary bystander effect is difficult. Inflammation, the primary response of innate immunity, is considered essential in initiating and driving vascular diseases. Cell death and inflammation are inextricably linked with their effectors modulating the other process. Indeed, an evolutionary link between cell death and inflammation occurs at caspase-1 (which activates interleukin-1β), which can induce death by pyroptosis, and is a member of the caspase family vital for apoptosis. This review examines cell death in vascular disease, how it can induce inflammation, and finally the emergence of inflammasomes in vascular pathology.